How to reach the ifeu office
O Using public transportation from the train station

Turn onto Gerhart-Hauptmann-Straße (travel direction right).
The 3rd street to the left is Wilckensstraße.
The Institute is house number 3 and will be on the left side.
Walking time is about 6 min.

Kastell weg

Exit at “Jahnstraße”, travel time about 5 min.
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Bus: Line 32 towards “Sportzentrum Nord/Chirurgische Klinik”
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O Taxi from the Train Station:
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Tram: Line 21 und 24 towards “Handschuhsheim/Burgstraße”
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Leave the station through the exit across from the rails (not the side exit
located on the right). Straight ahead lies a tram and bus stop.
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Travel time about 7 min.

O Walking from the Train Station:
Leave the train station through the exit across from the rails (not the side
exit located on the right). Cross the street with the tram rails.
Turn left onto Mittermaierstraße so that the Printmedia Academy Horse is
on your right side. Continue straight ahead crossing the Ernst-Walz-Bridge.
At Gerhart-Hauptmann-Straße, the 2nd street after the bridge, turn right.
The 3rd street to the left is Wilckensstraße.
The Institute is house number 3 and will be on the left side.
Walking time about 20 min.
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O Arriving by car from Mannheim or the Heidelberg Highway
Interchange:
Drive along the A 656 towards Heidelberg. Keep left and turn left at the
first stoplight (direction “Eberbach, B37”). Continue along the road and
make the first right after passing underneath the bridge. Cross over the
Ernst-Walz-Bridge and continue on straight. At the 2nd traffic light after
the bridge (you will see a Shell gas station ahead) turn right onto
Mönchhofstraße. Take the 3rd street on the right (Wilckensstraße).
ifeu, at house number 3, will be on your right.
Attention: Make sure your parking disc is visible. If you don’t have one
you can receive a day pass from the ifeu secretariat.
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ifeu – Institut für Energie- und
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